March 22, 2020

To Our Valued Customers and Partners,

In accordance with state and federal guidelines, Farrar Scientific Corporation and our first- and second-tier suppliers are Essential Businesses that can, and should, maintain manufacturing operations throughout the COVID-19 emergency. Shelter in Place does not apply to manufacturing companies that are producing critically-needed, essential materials.

Farrar Scientific Corporation is exempt from any local, state, or federal non-essential business closures, because we manufacture products which are required for the distribution of life-sustaining and life-saving pharmaceutical products.

Thus, in the event of a Shelter in Place or non-essential business closure directive from any state in which we operate, we will continue to manufacture our thermal cold chain solutions which sustain the global pharmaceutical supply chain.

Customers may place their orders at orders@farrarscientific.com

Please contact us with any questions.

Your supply from Farrar Scientific Corporation will not be interrupted.

Thank You and Stay Safe,

James S. Vuksic
CEO, Farrar Scientific Corp.